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Chairmans’ Statement
Dave Marples

Herewith  is  the  Annual  Report  for  the  2016/17  season  as  produced  by  your
Executive  Board.  You  will  find  both  my  colleagues  reports  and  the  financial
statements for the period 1st June 2016 to 21st May 2017 within this document. 

At the start of last season our club faced some pretty significant challenges, the largest
being  that  two  thirds  of  the  team that  had  built  Sutton  Sting  up  from nothing  to
becoming a significant force in English Ice Hockey was, quite deservedly, moving on
after  more  than  ten  years  of  commitment  to  the  cause.  We will  always owe Gary
Apsley, Ian Johnson and Bob Saunders a huge debt of gratitude for what they created
here, but the direct consequence of their success was that the incoming executive team
felt  quite some pressure to continue that tradition of success that the mighty Sting
embodied.

I  am pleased to  be  able  to  report  that  not  only was the new team (aided by Bob
Saunders,  who  is  a  sucker  for  punishment  and  just  couldn’t  leave)  successful  at
avoiding breaking things but it has expanded on the philosophies established by the
founders to continue the process of creating something special. We have created five
new Level 1 coaches, three new Level 2 coaches and we have a rich pipeline of up to
forty new players learning Ice Hockey with a view to swelling the ranks of our junior
teams.  All of our existing teams maintained or bettered their league positions and,
most importantly of all, there is a positive vibe around both our rinks which is difficult
to describe using accountancy numbers, but which is arguably more important than all
of the other stuff.

Looking ahead the 2017/18 season presents an exciting prospect for the Sting.  Team
player  numbers are up and we have been able to  create new training initiatives to
support new player entry. This year you will see a whole range of action to support the
further growth of the junior club, perhaps the most significant of which is the creation
of the in-house leagues to ensure that Sting players of all abilities get the maximum
opportunity to play. The senior side is also a hive of  activity, the most notable statistic
is that in our Senior (ENL) cohort 57% of players are Sting trained and originate from
our  junior  programme.  That  is  not  a  statistic  that  can  be  created  overnight  and
represents the culmination of many years of hard work.  We expect that number to
grow even further over the coming years. 

Onto the more mechanical stuff; At the start of the year we held cash in the amount of
£4,635.62 and club assets of equipment and merchandise valued at around £14,876.30.
The Club presented a conservative budget which contained no specific stresses or risks
– there were enough of those embedded in the management transition, without adding
more from a financial perspective.

Throughout the year there were minimal difficulties in the collection of monies due to
the club from members. In contrast to pretty much all other Ice Hockey clubs we have
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again managed to maintain our all-inclusive pricing for members’ subscriptions. Our
team strategies changed slightly during the year but still all of our children in the U9-
U18 categories have been able to play competitive games with no additional costs.  We
know that Ice Hockey is an expensive sport and it’s essential that people know exactly
what the costs will be at the outset of the season.

Our  finances  have  proven  to  be  broadly  in  line  with  expectation,  allowing  us  to
manage the club in line with our predictions. Our overall balance sheet reflects a net
surplus to the club of £15,872.92 reflected in stock and equipment with a cash balance
of £9,206.99.  We are an asset rich club and we remind all members that our bank
balance is always under pressure but we have a good level of stock which generates
additional income and we have good levels of capital equipment that we continue to
put to good use for the benefit of all of our players.

As of the date of writing (14th August 2018) our bank cash position is £24,362.06. This
is largely due to the arrival of subscriptions and membership fees in advance of the
start of the playing year. Club cashflow is a constant issue and again this year specific
focus  will  need  to  be  put  on  fund  raising  and  recruitment;  that  will  need  the
involvement of everyone; if you are a member of Sutton Sting,  you need to be an
active member.

The upcoming year contains many challenges, none of which are insurmountable. The
careful stewardship of the club over the last ten years has generated an enterprise that
is the envy of most across the UK. We are rich in coaching support and enthusiasm and
our constraints only serve to spur us on.  

In closing I present this statement to you with a recommendation that you extend a
vote of thanks to our army of volunteers who have worked tirelessly on our behalf for
the benefit of our children. I look forward to seeing our teams compete in the 2017/18
season and hope that our Club will continue to grow and prosper.

Up The Sting.
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Coaching Report
Rob Saunders

This  year  has  been  a  significant  transition  season  with  the  return  of  Simon
Butterworth to  our Coaching ranks,  and all  of  our teams either  maintaining or
improving their league positions.

Simon took full  charge of the senior  team last  year  and has played a vital  role  in
stabilising it, ensuring that by the end of last season we had a very competitive squad
able to create playing opportunities for the juniors taking their first steps into senior
hockey.  Going forward, the Senior Team is the ultimate destination for a fair number
of our players and so we have promoted it to it’s own section within this report. For
those players for whom the Senior Team is not the best choice we want to see the
opportunity for them to continue to enjoy the ice, and to that end we expect to see
further  development  of  our  recently  renamed  Adult  Recreational  Team which  will
provide an alternative pathway for them – it is largely from the ranks of the ART that
new coaches spring, so its important to the junior club that it’s as vibrant as possible.

With the fiasco of the collapse of the EIHA senior EPL league at the end of the season
and the shoehorning of three EPL teams into ENL Division One the club had to make a
big decision regarding our  own senior  team.  Staying in  Division  One would  have
exposed  us  to  considerable  financial  stress  and  would  not  have  met  our  player
development needs. After a lot of deliberation we therefore took the decision to drop
down into Division Two for this season; Our club develops junior players and this
gives us the best platform to develop our up and coming talent. This has also meant we
have had to adjust our coaching plan slightly, with Simon remaining with the seniors
for  the  start  of  the  season as  opposed  to  moving  to  the  juniors  as  was  originally
intended.  To be clear, we did not take the decision to drop to Division Two lightly – it
was the subject of much discussion and considerable soul-searching. It took a long
time and a lot of effort for Sting ENL to achieve Division One status but, in the end,
we believe demotion is in the best interests of all of our players and events so far in
this new season lead us to believe that this was indeed the correct decision.

The club has seen a steady influx of new players particular at the lower age group and
we hope this  will  continue with the expansion of  the  Sting  Starters  sessions  on a
Monday evening. Aided with funding from Notts County Council these sessions are
designed  as  a  first  introduction  to  the  sport  with  a  pay  per  session,  minimum
commitment approach giving new entrants time to develop and appreciate the sport by
playing before committing to the time and expense of full league competition. 

In conjunction with the established Learn to Play/Learn to skate programmes run in
conjunction with SLM on a Saturday there are plenty of opportunities for those who
are new to the sport, and your donations to our loan kit stock are greatly appreciated in
maintaining facilities for those new entrants.
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This year delivered another good show at both Conference and England levels with
participation  from several  of  our  players.  Our  girls  did  us  proud within  the  Great
Britain  setup  representing  our  country  at  the  World  Championships  in  Poland  in
January. This should continue with even more of our players getting involved at the
elite level of the game. 

Club development continues and this year we are excited to be introducing ‘in house’
leagues for all ages. These will become as important to the players as the EIHA league
competition and deliver the simplest  way of increasing game opportunities for our
players while keeping travel costs a minimum and on-ice time to a maximum. Our
players will develop by playing as many competitive games as possible – to a large
degree  the  opposition  doesn’t  matter  provided it’s  of  comparable  competence,  and
that’s what the in-house league structure will deliver.

For the coming season, from a junior coaching perspective, our main overall aims are,
in approximate order of importance;

• Continue  to  provide  a  club  that  is  safe  and  fun  with  opportunities  at  all
competence levels from beginner to elite

• Maintain development pathways for players and coaches

• Increase the number of game opportunities for all players by means of the in–
house game and league structure

• Continue  to  increase  membership,  particular  in  the  younger  age  groups,  to
ensure a viable pool of players for both in-house and ‘road teams’

• Adjust the Little League to ensure a pathway for new players to become fully
involved in the club, and modify the Saturday sessions to accommodate the
club’s in-house programme

• Create better pathways into recreational hockey for players who just want to
play for fun, with no aspiration to higher competitive levels 

• Continue the re-alignment of the objectives of the senior programme to ensure
a pathway into senior league participation for our junior players.

Finally,  its  important to remember that none of this  would be possible without the
tireless efforts of the coaches, managers and helpers who turn up every week and help
to keep the club wheels turning to ensure that our players have the opportunity to
participate in this fantastic sport. We thank you all.

UTS.
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Treasurers Report
Phil Lindley FCCA

This  season our  procedures  for  cash accounting have  worked  well  and,  on  the
whole, we managed our finances very successfully.  We did not have any unexpected
expenses and revenues were broadly in line with expectations.

We still have a few members who pay outside our regular payment rules and we need
to  encourage  people  to  try  and  stay  within  our  established  procedures  –  chasing
payments  takes  a  significant  amount  of  effort  which  could  be  better  expended
elsewhere.

Our lowest bank position through the season was its opening position of £4,635.62.
Our  Senior  team broke even,  with  entrance  receipts  sufficient  to  cover  match  day
expenses, additional transport was booked whenever there was demand from players in
times when the minibus was already allocated. The move to single minibus working
has effectively resulted in a cost saving without undue inconvenience to our members.

Disappointingly, our largest financial challenge during the season was the non-receipt
of £2000 in sponsorship income from JVS.  We are saddened and disappointed by this
but careful financial management (including deferring the payment of some volunteer
expenses) allowed us to ensure financial stability. 

The  financials  are  themselves  with  Poulter  Blackwell  Chartered  Accountants  for
independent  review  and  will  be  considered  final  and  approved  once  that  process
concludes...unfortunately our financial  end of  year  always seems to co-incide with
Poulter Blackwells holiday season, so there inevitably some delays. 

I would like to thank the Team Managers for their support and determination in their
collection of all money on behalf of the club. 

Club Assets
As at close of business on 31st May our net asset position was as shown overleaf;
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Current
Acquired Item Book Value

2007 Goals £0.00
2008 Netminder kit £0.00
2010 Video Camera £0.00
2010 Scoreboard controller £0.00
2010 TV Screen £0.00
2011 Netminder kit £0.00
2012 Trailer £0.00
2013 Goal nets £0.00
2013 Trailer £0.00
2014 Scoreboard & projector £0.00
2014 Cross Ice Goals £150.00
2014 Cross Ice Nets £0.00
2014 Skate Sharpener £350.00
2014 Scoreboard Equipment £0.00
2014 Scoreboard Extras £0.00
2014 Steel Lockers £104.04
2014 Small Trailer £0.00
2015 HD Camera Kit £0.00
2015 Hard Drive £0.00
2015 Camera £21.43
2015 Shop Stand 96.87
2015 Small Goals £462.50
2016 Lenovo Tablets (2) £119.99
2016 Hard Drive £39.55
2016 Changing Screens 153.44

£1,478.02

Next season
Registrations

The Club began accepting  registrations  on  1st June  2017.  As  last  year  prompt  re-
registration has helped our cash flow position considerably. From an EIHA perspective
all membership renewals must be made by Monday 28th August or else players will
miss the first EIHA game week-end beginning on 2nd September. Any player who is
not registered by that time will not be eligible to play in those opening games.

Budget

The budget  for the upcoming season is  presented on Pg 15. The highlights  of  the
budget and points for special note are;
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• Increased income, resulting from more members & more paying seniors.

• Increased ice, EIHA & travel costs, reflecting more ENL fixtures, and increased
costs at both Sutton and Sheffield facilities.

• Reduced tickets  and general  sales,  following 2016/17’s  lower kit  sales,  and
lower ENL receipts from matches.

• A small surplus position of £539 for the year 2017/18.

Cashflow

Last year we were very concerned about cashflow, and careful stewardship allowed us
to maintain a positive balance throughout the season.

Will maintain our focus on cashflow for this year but the experience gained last year
allows us to make a slightly more aggressive prediction for expenditure. The forecast
shows our current  projection for  2018/19 cash,  which should see the club avoid a
negative balance through winter.

It is once again worth noting that as a contributory members club with no independent
financial standing Sutton Sting cannot establish a financial position. This means that
when debt or contractual obligation needs to be undertaken this is in the name of a
single individual. It is essential therefore that the club maintains the capacity to protect
those generous individuals who undertake that role.

With this in mind we are proposing no change to fees for the 2017/18 season.

UTS.
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Accounts
1st June 2016 to 31st May 2017

To
31/05/2017

To
31/05/2016

To
31/05/2015

To
31/05/2014

To
31/05/2013

Income

Membership & Subs 79,324.10 76,615.30 89,861.00 88,283.36 93,791.00

Additional training/games 13,539.50 15,333.50 11,130.05 12,453.50 13,032.50

Tickets & General Sales 17,311.28 28,470.50 30,611.05 49,327.94 27,539.00

Sponsorship & Grants 13,819.92 8,814.90 8,727.24 12,332.80 15,512.73

Bad Debt -2,000.00

Total Income 121,994.80 129,234.20 140,329.34 162,397.60 149,875.23

Expenditure

Ice rink hire - Sutton 32,397.76 36,992.13 31,052.77 34,287.65 32,123.05

Ice rink hire - Other 21,054.25 23,474.55 21,004.27 25,192.44 18,523.25

EIHA fees and tournaments 17,578.27 14,431.80 10,484.45 19,130.50 21,285.99

Senior Team 335.43 9,745.08 9,820.45 9,147.35 6,825.00

Insurance 2,150.59 2,147.59 2,982.01 5,816.56 1,437.05

Travel expenses 11,543.36 17,101.88 18,744.14 15,383.46 19,281.13

Printing & stationary 0.00 109.88 808.45 1,103.37 1,934.56

Hire, Awards & Catering 821.50 2,784.35 4,400.87 7,286.12 6,034.33

Merchandise & training aids 12,714.12 13,707.12 24,789.36 19,122.87 19,371.86

Coaching & Development 7,161.19 2,548.85 416.34 2,760.43 1,990.00

Players uniforms 5,647.80 5,270.90 4,715.70 9,939.72 6,314.60

Miscellaneous 850.16 2,963.87 3,218.58 3,509.47 2,920.78

Website 0.00 600.00 71.86 600.00 0

Legal fees 0.00 0.00 0 0

Bank charges/refunds 0.00 0.00 790.00 716.00 0

Depreciation 1,359.97 2,985.60 4,793.52 4,315.32 2,822.51

Total Expense 113,614.40 134,863.60 138,092.77 158,311.26 138,874.11

Net Surplus / Loss for the
Year 8,380.40 -5,629.40 2,236.57 4,086.34 11,001.12

Surplus / Loss B/Fwd
18,668.64 24,298.04 22,061.47 17,975.13 6,974.01
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27,049.04 18,668.64 24,298.04 22,061.47 17,975.13

At
31/05/2017

At
31/05/2016

At
31/05/2015

At
31/05/2014

At
31/05/2013

Fixed Assets

Equipment 1,478.02 2,544.80 4,503.81 5,417.41 4,096.48

Total 1,478.02 2,544.80 4,503.81 5,417.41 4,096.48

Current Assets

Stock 14,879.00 12,331.50 8,150.00 9,935.00 6,760.00

Bank Current Account 9,206.99 4,635.62 12,487.43 6,153.33 6,288.65

Cash 555.73 830.00

Total 24,085.99 16,967.12 20,637.43 16,644.06 13,878.65

Current Liabilities

Bank Account

Loans 0.00 0.00 (842.77) 0.00 0.00

Total 0.00 0.00 (842.77) 0.00 0.00

Funds

General Fund 

Total 25,564.01 19,511.92 24,298.04 22,061.47 17,975.13

Bank Account

Balance at  31st May 9,206.99 1,942.62 3,661.04 6,119.73 3,234.94

Adjust un-presented
items

4,440.00 2,693.00 8,826.39 33.60 3,053.74

Net Bank Surplus at Year
End

13,646.99 4,635.62 12,487.43 6,153.33 6,288.65
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Notes to the Accounts 

1. All items of expenditure are supported by invoice or receipt and these documents are
held within the body of the Club records.

2. The  original  budget  for  the  2016/17  season  provided  £144,730  of  income  and
£135,078 of expenditure.

3. Income was below budget by £22,735.20 which was due to; 

◦ Tickets & General Sales being £11,938.72 below a budget that assumed 10%
growth on 2015/16 levels.  

◦ Subs  and  membership  being  £11,605.90  below  budget.  Outstanding
sponsorship from JVS of £2,000 remained unpaid as of the end of the season,
with the club not expecting to receive payment.

◦ The success of the Monday evening beginners sessions, Wednesday Learn to
Play, and Friday coaching sessions helped additional training and game fees
for playing-up deliver £3,989.50 above budget.

4. Expenditure was below budget by £21,464.35 with costs savings seen mainly on ice
rink hire (£10,974.50), as the budget assumed 3 training sessions per week at Ice
Sheffield. Savings were also seen on equipment (£13,535.88), as kit sales have been
significantly lower than planned, plus expenses for kit purchased early last season
have not yet been presented for payment, to sustain the club’s cash position (plans
are in place for early resolution of this issue during the coming financial year). Other
savings  were seen on the  Senior  team (£4,164.57),  plus  lower EIHA match fees
(£2,356.73)  due  to  withdrawal  from  15D2.   Travel  expenses  (£5,668.36)  and
Coaching & Development (£4,561.19) were above budget.  Capital expenditure was
limited in 2016/17, mainly £240 on two tablet PCs for electronic game sheets, £39.55
for a hard drive, plus £205 for the changing screens at the Lammas.

5. The net bank position for the year is £13,646.99, back to a similar level to that seen
in 2015.  Further assets of £16,357.04 are held in stock and club equipment. 

6. Kit and equipment sales revenue declined again on previous year’s figures, with club
stock  not  being  wheeled  out  most  weeks,  the  club  will  seek  to  reduce  kit  to  a
minimal level as soon as possible, unless a volunteer steps forward to manage the
club stock.

7. Travel expenditure was above budget at £11,543, lower than previous years due to
only having one minibus available. Additional minibus & coach hire was needed on
5 occasions, at a cost of £2,190. 

8. The Club’s membership has been bolstered by the success of the Monday beginners
sessions.  Continued focus on these new starters & others following the same journey
should see membership levels increase as we go through this and future seasons.
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Operations Report
Alison Frost

The  recurring  theme  in  this  report  is  that  the  last  12  months  have  been  a  time  of
transition for Sutton Sting with some parts of the season running smoothly and other
parts slightly rougher. Looking back, from an operations perspective, its been hard work,
but there were definitely more highs than lows!

At last years AGM we talked extensively about the need to deliver stability and growth
at the bottom end of the club; we took a large step towards that by introducing the new
starters  session on a  Monday evening.  Over  this  season that  session has  grown and
grown, with up to 40 kids on the ice on some Mondays.  Many of those children have
now joined the club and I  am pleased to  be able  to  report  that  from a membership
perspective the bottom end (U7 – U11) end of the club is now looking much better, with
a healthy new membership pipeline to boot.

Alongside the members, the other core requirement we identified for stability was an
increase in the number of available coaches, and we’ve put considerable effort into that.
As part our club development plan we wanted to have more Level 1 and 2 coaches, and
thanks to parents stepping up to help and the fact that we held a Level 1 coaching course
at Lammas we now have 5 new Level 1 coaches and 3 new Level 2s for this season. This
is  a  fantastic  achievement  that  makes  coach cover  for  every  session  much easier  to
achieve, and reduces the burden on individual coaches who otherwise ‘carry the can’.

Team Managers once again worked hard this year to keep teams together and informed.
The TMs have taken a considerably larger role than in the past and it’s really greatly
appreciated.

All of our teams knew this season was going to be a hard one on the ice but they’ve all
done well.  U13 deserve special mention for getting promoted to Division 1 and it was
fantastic  to  watch  them grow in  confidence.  All  teams  maintained  or  bettered  their
league status this year.

Looking towards development, a huge achievement to be proud of is that we have been
able to regularly ice junior players with the ENL team. This is the first glimpse into a
bright  strategic  direction that  has  been outlined elsewhere in this  document,  and the
changes we have made in the ENL strategy, while painful in the short term, will deliver
new opportunities for all of our players. 

One particular achievement this year was the participation by all of our junior teams in at
least  one  tournament;  Tilburg,  Coventry  and  Sheffield  have  all  hosted  some  great
competition for our teams and next year we would like these tournaments to become
much more part  of the ‘normal  process’ for our teams rather  than something that  is
bolted on at the end. We will therefore be announcing our plans for these tournaments
much  earlier  this  season  (and  we  might  even  be  adding  some  more)  and  we  want
participation at these to become normal for all team players, so watch this space!

The biggest positive thing about the tournaments though are photographs and videos that
pop up on Facebook and elsewhere. The kids look happy, they are having fun and, in
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every single case, a bigger team came out of the event than went into it. For most of us,
that’s what hockey is about.

Our ice times have worked for us though out the season with very little ice going unused.
The Friday nights sessions have been successful and the growing Wednesday night adult
learn to play session has given many of our parents insight into how hard it really is to
play hockey!

Awards night was a particular personal highlight. It was great to see so many players all
together in one room celebrating a fantastic year of achievements but for me the best bit
was after  the  formal  presentations  when the music was cranked up and players  and
parents had a bit of a dance, U18s next to U9s next to parents, laughing and enjoying
each others company as part of the Sting family.

So, on to 2017-18;  This  season will  be huge for  our  ENL team and Simon and the
coaching/management team are going to need everyone’s support.  We’ve taken some
risk turning that team into the final step of the Sting Development Pathway and we need
to  see  more  juniors  and  parents  at  ENL games,  making  sure  that  the  final,  most
important, step to the future is secure for all of our players.  

We will continue to up-skill our coaches and managers by running safeguarding and first
aid courses. In the financials you will see that we have made significant investment in
coach development  and we expect  this  to  continue.The thirst  for more volunteers  in
insatiable and one of the real encouragements of the past twelve months has been the
sheer number of people who have stepped up to help out – long may it continue.

We have had to change our Sting Starters session, because it has outgrown the spot it
was in. We have now split the session into two groups offering longer on the ice and age-
focussed coaching. This session has a small group of dedicated helpers that make it run
smoothly but it will always need more people to come forward and get involved with it
to help those families that new to Sting and Ice Hockey in general. 

In the longer term we face more challenges, but none that will faze us.  In two years time
the minibus lease runs out and in preparation for this I would like us to start fundraising
to buy a new minibus.  Given that we have two years our target is to raise £12000; We
need to put together a little fundraising army and I’m actively looking for troops!

Finally I have to say a big thank you to everyone who has supported the exec this year.
Your kind words,  offers of support and occasional cup of coffee are all  really,  truly,
appreciated.

UTS.
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Senior Team Report
Simon Butterworth

The 2016/17 season overall it has to be viewed as a huge success for the ENL team. We
eventually finished in 6th place in an eight team league, but that doesn’t tell the whole
story – we were only 4 points off of making the playoffs. It was an incredibly tight and
enjoyable league and anyone who saw our last two games will tell you we should have
won them!

Whilst this might not seem something worth shouting about, this was achieved with what
was by far the youngest team in the league, we had no imports and none of our players
were paid - we were the only team in this ‘development league’ to do this and it  is
something to be proud of. Financially, we also significantly reduced the cost of running
the senior team which is great news for the club as a whole. We were also able to give a
handful  of  our  older  Sutton  Sting  Juniors  regular  ice  time  at  a  senior  level,  which
provides us with a great foundation for the forthcoming season.

Over the summer, after a lot of soul-searching, we made the difficult decision to move
our team out of Division 1 and into Division 2. This was a very difficult decision that
had many different factors to balance, however ultimately the only question that needed
answering is was what would be best for our own junior players. We are convinced that
we made the right decision for them and our club. Our progress this season will tell us if
we made the right call.

For the 2017/18 Sting Senior team we will have 13 players in the squad (57%) that
learned hockey at Sutton Sting, and that's not even taking into account the junior players
that will be called up from the current U18 through the season. The average age of the
team is something like 19.7 years. These players will get the chance to play hockey
every week (sometimes twice now that a 36 game season has been confirmed) against
experienced hockey players and in front of some decent sized crowds.

Combining these players with a number of more experienced old hands will no doubt be
challenging, but we have the makings of a strong squad that can contest every game and
will  be in  with a  shout  of  making the playoffs  come April  -  player  development  is
important to this team, but so is winning!

Making this move was a big step, and it's important that our junior players commit to
becoming better hockey players so that we can build our future senior teams around
them as  our core and ensure that  we create  a  great  pathway to get  our  older  junior
hockey players playing senior hockey 18+. That process does not start in the U18 team,
it starts at U9 and U11 with kids that aspire to play for the mighty Sutton Sting ENL one
day.  To do that they need to see the seniors in action and I urge junior players, and their
families, to come down to watch the senior team play as often as they can. We will go
out of our way to make that as financially stress free as we can. There used to be a great
tradition in British Ice Hockey back 20 years or so and it would be nice to get this back,
indeed I remember only 5 years ago playing in front of 300 or so Sting fans in our
playoff vs. Nottingham and it was quite special! We made a good step towards this at the
end of last season and hopefully we can build on this next year.

UTS.
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2017/18 Budget

Sutton Sting Ice Hockey Academy 
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Income
Membership & Subs 79,324.10 103,093.30
Additional training/games 13,539.50 10,920.00
Tickets & General Sales 17,311.28 14,614.00
Sponsorship & Grants 11,819.92 4,200.00
Total Income 121,994.80 132,827.30

Expenditure
Ice rink hire - Sutton 32,397.76 32,076.45
Ice rink hire - Other 21,054.25 25,540.00
EIHA fees and tournaments 17,578.27 22,971.00
Senior Team 335.43 1,350.00
Insurance 2,150.59 2,150.00
Travel expenses 11,543.36 15,500.56
Printing & stationary 0.00 0.00
Hire, Awards & Catering 821.50 2,600.00
Merchandise & training aids 12,714.12 14,100.00
Coaching & Development 7,161.19 7,836.00
Players uniforms 5,647.80 5,625.00
Miscellaneous 850.16 1,500.00
Website 0.00 0.00
Legal fees 0.00 0.00
Bank charges/refunds 0.00 0.00
Depreciation 1,359.97 1,039.10
Total Expense 113,614.40 132,288.11

8,380.40 539.19 

Surplus / Loss B/Fwd 18,668.64 27,049.04

27,049.04 27,588.23

2016/17 
actual

2017/18 
Budget

Net Surplus / Loss for the 
Year



Club Details
Your officers for the 2016/17 Season were...

General Manager: Alison Frost

Welfare & Safeguarding: Julie Davis

Finance:  Phil Lindley

Head Coach – Junior: Bob Saunders

Head Coach – Senior: Simon Butterworth

Secretariat: Simon Priestley

 Chairman:  Dr Dave Marples

...and not forgetting the coaches, team managers and informal
volunteers without which Sutton Sting simply wouldn’t exist.

UTS.

Sutton Sting Ice Hockey Academy
c/o 32 Spencer Road

Belper
Derbyshire
DE56-1JY

alison@frostfamily.me
+44 (0) 7446 933724

Sutton Sting Ice Hockey Academy 
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